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Abstract 
This study surveyed Utah families who are currently enrolled in six different early intervention 
programs for their children 0-3 years of age with special needs. The purpose of this study was to 
examine how skills and qualities families felt were important in their early interventionists 
changed in order to determine what skills and qualities were most important to different 
demographics of families. Participating families filled out a questionnaire which rated the 
degree to which they found various skills and qualities important for an early intervention 
practitioner to possess, as well as the perceived frequency with which early interventionists used 
said skills. Data were analyzed to determine how the skills and qualities families felt were 
important were different for different age groups of children, and how skills and qualities that 
families felt were important were different with the length of time the families had been enrolled 
in an early intervention program. 
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What do Families Want? Utah Families Respond to Current Early Intervention Practices. 
Detem1ining the skills and qualities families in early intervention programs want their 
service providers to have is a critical measure for enhancing how services are delivered to 
enrolled families. As such, this topic has been widely addressed by literature in the field of early 
intervention. Aspects that have not yet been widely addressed however are ; how a family ' s 
needs or desires for their early intervention practitioners change with the age of the child , and 
how a family's needs change through the time that they are enrolled in the early intervention 
program. For example, are parents ' desires in regards to the early intervention program different 
if the child is two years old and has just started receiving services as opposed to a child who is 
two years old and has been receiving services for over a year? This research will explore how 
families needs or wishes from their early intervention program practitioners change , or stay the 
same , based on the age of the children and how long the children have been receiving services. 
There is a large base of literature that deals with the topic of, "what makes a good early 
interventionist? " National organizations like the Division of Early Childhood (DEC) , which is a 
division of the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), and the National Association for the 
Education of Young Children (NAEYC) , as well as individual state and local early intervention 
service providers have conducted numerous studies on recommended best practices for early 
intervention programs. 
A study done by Odom and McLean (1993) for DEC sought to determine a set of broad 
categories that could be used as a standard for measuring the best practices in the field of early 
intervention. A best practice is defined as "a practice or set of practices [that are] most 
appropriate for all children with special needs and their families" (Odom & McLean 1993, p. 3). 
In this study the authors developed six general categories as criteria for a practice to qualify as a 
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best or a recommended practice. These categories were: research-based or value-based, meaning 
the practice has empirical support or that it is widely valued in the field; family-centered, 
meaning the practice focuses on the family ' s welfare as a whole and not just the welfare of the 
child; multicultural emphasis, meaning the practice has a multicultural perspective and 
acknowledges the family's cultural or other groups; cross disciplinary procedures, meaning 
various disciplines work together as a whole to support the family; developmentally and 
chronologically age appropriate, meaning the practice is suited for a child ' s chronological or 
developmental age; and normalized , meaning the practices make the life of the person with the 
disability as close as possible to normal societal ways (Odom & McLean, I 993, p. 4-6). 
Odom and McLean (1993) conducted this study by requiring participants to complete a 
questionnaire addressing these six areas. Participants ranked the items based on how strongly 
the participants agreed with the practice (strongly agree , agree , disagree , strongly disagree , don ' t 
know , don't understand) ; in addition, participants estimated how often the practice was used by 
early intervention practitioners (frequently, sometimes , rarely , never , does not apply to programs 
respondent is familiar with). Participants of this study were parents in early intervention 
programs , as well as individuals in higher education positions and members of DEC. This study 
found that all of the six suggested criteria categories were found to be best practices , having been 
rated to be significant by over 50% of the study's participants, which was the minimum criteria 
for being accepted as a standard for measuring best practices. The literature on practices and 
standards from other programs and organizations described a number of broad categories similar 
to the categories identified by Odom and McLean (1993). 
By law, early intervention services are provided to qualifying children, birth to three 
years of age, and their families under Part C of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
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(IDEA). One aspect that makes Part C oflDEA different from the other sections is the theme of 
family-centeredness that permeates this section of IDEA . Whereas the other parts of IDEA have 
the child as the main focus, Part C looks at the family as a whole and the child's role within the 
family. It then seeks to provide interventions that are centered on what supports each family 
needs or requests to be successful in the care of the child (http: //nichcy.org /reauth/PLl 08-
446.pdf). Wilson and Dunst (2002) describe a family-centered approach as one that includes 
outcomes that are based on benefiting the parent , the child , and the family as a whole. The goal 
behind the idea of family-centeredness is to make interventions as responsive as possible to the 
family ' s concerns for the child , as well as mobilizing any resources that may be needed by the 
parents to help them adequately care for their child. Therefore, in a family-centered approach 
appropriate interventions will include direct teaching and services with the child , such as speech 
therapy or physical therapy. In addition to these, interventions may also include parenting 
classes or other serv ices to help the parents or caregivers care for their child. 
Wilson and Dunst (2002) proceed to describe farnily-centeredness as having two 
components: a relational component and a participatory component (Wilson and Dunst 2002 , p. 
14). The relational component is described as skills that help early interventionists in their 
relationships , such as: (1) good clinical skills (e.g. active listening, compassion, empathy, 
respect , and being nonjudgmental) , and (2) professional beliefs about and attitudes towards 
families, especially in regards to parenting. Early interventionists should have good 
communication skills, and have open-minded and understanding views on the dynamics of 
families. The participatory component consists of: (1) practices that are individualized , flexible 
and responsive to the needs of the family and their unique concerns and priorities; and (:2) 
practices that provide families with opportunities to be actively involved in "decisions and 
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choices , family-professional collaboration , and family actions to achieve desired goals and 
outcomes " (Wilson & Dunst 2002, p. 15). The participatory component helps to ensure that the 
early interventionist and the family are working and participating together to design and 
implement interventions that are significant to the family, in short , family centered. As both of 
these components and their skills subsets are used together , the family becomes the center of the 
intervention and the intervention becomes individualized to the family. The use of these 
practices also distinguishes a family-centered approach from other approaches used in the field 
of early intervention (Wilson & Dunst , 2002). 
There are many examples of family-centered practices since these skills are actively 
encouraged in early intervention today. They can be found on checklists , personnel standards , 
and other literature from different organizations in the field of early intervention. Practices such 
as, ··use[ing] active lis'tening and observation skills to help families identify issues and 
concerns ," and "understand[ing] the importance of the family as a team member ," and 
"employ[ing] effective communication techniques for listening and responding" (Pennsylvania 
State Department of Public Welfare , Office of Mental Retardation 1998, p. 6, 14). Also when 
including families in the assessments given to the children and the interventions implemented , 
early intervention programs present "families with flexible and individualized options for the 
location , timing , and types of services , supports , and resources that are not disruptive of family 
life" (Sandall , et al. , 2000 , p. 46). 
Another idea that coincides with a program being family-centered is early intervention 
practitioners collaborating with the families they serve. "In a collaborative relationship, parents 
are viewed as the key decision makers for their children and are regarded as partners in the 
delivery of [early intervention] services to their families " (Dinnebeil, et al., 1999, p. 226). When 
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parents are viewed as partners in a collaborative relationship with their early interventionists , 
parents ' ideals , concerns, goals, priorities, and values in regards to their child and family will be 
integrated into interventions administered. This integration makes services to the family-
centered on each family's unique needs. Other examples of collaboration targeted in the 
literature and skill checklists were: 
Family members and professionals jointly develop appropriate family identified 
outcomes ; professionals fully and appropriately provide relevant information so 
parents can make informed choices and decisions; practices , supports and 
resources are responsive to the cultural , ethnic, racial , language and 
socioeconomic characteristics and preferences of families and their communities; 
practices , supports, and resources incorporate family beliefs and values into 
decisions , intervention plans , and resources and support mobilization (Sandall , et 
al., 2000, p. 45-46 ). 
The third category examined in the literature was professional competencies . The 
category of professional competencies is defined here as the use of professional skills and the 
general knowledge required in the field of early intervention. Effective early interventicnists 
will be able to manifest various professional competencies when working with families to try to 
ensure that families and practitioners have the best possible professional relationship, as well as 
to ensure that the families' receive the most current, evidence-based, and effective interventions 
and information available. Professional competencies were plentiful in skills and competency 
checklists present in the field. Skills listed included such items as: informing parents about the 
rules and regulations of early interventionists and their rights, understanding timelines for 
completing Individual Family Service Plans (IFSP), having knowledge of community resources, 
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keeping information confidential , and being able to write goals and objectives that include 
insights from the entire IFSP team and are congruent with family preferences (Sandall, et al., 
2000; Pennsylvania State Department of Public Welfare, Office of Mental Retardation , 1998; 
Turbiville, et al., 1993). 
The fourth category examined was the chronologically or developmentally 
appropriateness of goals and interventions. The National Association for the Education of 
Young Children (NAEYC) defines developmentally appropriate practice as being "based on 
knowledge about how children develop and learn" (NAEYC , 1996, p. 22). When early 
interventionists and families are designing interventions and writing goals for their children it is 
vital that they keep in mind the scope of child development and the chronological sequence in 
which children develop and master various milestones . The Pennsylvania State Department of 
Public Welfare ' s Office of Mental Retardation ( 1998) states the purpose of early intervention is 
' ·to ass ist families to access and receive the services , resources and supports they need for their 
child ' s development " (p. 1 ). If the entire aim of early intervention is to ensure that children 
receive the developmental support they need , then early interventionists and families need to 
ensure they take into account that development is a succession and sequence goals to help the 
child achiev e developmental milestones. Developmentally appropriate practice also "encompass 
[es] practices that are both age appropriate and individually appropriate " (Sandall , et al. , 2000 , p. 
19). Since development is a succession , it may be appropriate for a three-year-old child to be 
working on skills that a typically developing two-year-old would be mastering but possibly 
incorporating materials that a three-year-old child might enjoy. 
It is important also to look at the chronological importance of a skill when teaching it to a 
child. This means that a three-year-old with developmental delays should still be educated in an 
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environment that his typically developing three-year-old peers would be educated in, even if 
developmentally he is behind the peers. For example , typically developing three-year-olds may 
learn large motor skills in a gymnastics class , thus it may be entirely appropriate for a three-year-
old with disabilities to also learn large motor skills in a gymnastics class. 
Examples of ensuring that goals and interventions implemented are developmentally and 
chronologically appropriate included: teaching children skills "that are typical or similar to other 
persons in that environment ," "services are provided in natural learning environments . .. these 
include places in which typical children participate " (Sandall , et al. , 2000 , p. 35) , and 
"personnel . .. see the link between child development and teaching strategies uniquely 
structured to respond to that development " (Division for Early Childhood , Council for 
Exceptional Children ; National Association for the Education of Young Children ; Association of 
Teacher Educators , 1995, p. 35) . 
Current Study 
As seen by a review of the literature , the field of early intervention is saturat ed with 
literature on the topics of family-centeredness , professional and family collaboration, 
professional competencies , and the chronologically and developmentally appropriateness of 
goals and interventions . The researcher could not find a study that discusses what qualities and 
behaviors family ' s desired from their early intervention practitioners in reference to the age of 
the child and the length of time a family is enrolled in an early intervention program. This study 
was designed to address these questions and to examine the patterns in families ' feelings of 
important skills or qualities for early interventionists and see if these patterns are based on the 
age age of the child and/or the length of time the family had been receiving early intervention 
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services. In addition, the researcher will examine skills or qualities families feel are most 
important and if these skills or qualities are being used by early interventionists on a frequent 
basis in their interactions with families. While similar in format to the study by Odom and 
McLean (1993), the two studies differ in the purpose: the former was looking for validation of 
practices, and the present study is looking at changes in regards to families' views on significant 
practices in early intervention. 
This study is limited to examining four specific categories: family-centeredness, 
professional and family collaboration, professional competencies, and the 
chronologically/developmentally appropriateness of goals and interventions. 
METHODS 
Participants 
Early intervention programs around the state of Utah were contacted and asked about willingness 
to participate in the project. The programs were required to distribute surveys to a random 
sample of families in their programs. A total of six programs agreed to participate. Enough 
surveys were provided to each program for roughly half of the families currently being served in 
the programs (n= 950, total statewide). Families were given a survey by their service providers 
to fill out anonymously. Surveys were available to families in English (n= 700) and Spanish 
(n=250) as requested by the individual programs. The participating programs represented 8 
counties, and 5 school districts in Utah, and consisted of urban, suburban, and rural areas of the 
state. For a break down of survey distribution per program for English and Spanish surveys, see 
figures 1 (English), and 2 (Spanish). 
Figure 1: English Survey Distribution per Participating Program 
Program 5 
(100) 
English Survey Distribution Per Program 
Program 4 
(250) 
Figure 2: Spanish Survey Distribution per Participating Program 
Proc edur e 
Program 5 
(100) 
Spanish Survey Distribution Per Program 
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Families were contacted via their early intervention providers and given the survey , a self-
addressed stamped envelope to return the survey to the researcher at Utah State University , and a 
cover letter explaining the project to the families. The letter informed families that all responses 
to the questionnaire were both anonymous and voluntary , and that their insights into what 
practices they felt were significant in the field of early intervention were important to 
understanding how to provide more effective support. The questionnaire consisted of a total of 
14 different items that represented recommended best practices from the literature, in the 
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categories of family centeredness, professional and family collaboration, professional 
competencies, and developmental and chronological appropriateness. 
Inslrument 
The survey used in this project was developed by the researcher based on the literature, as well 
as the NCSEAM - Utah Version, Family Survey - Early Intervention, and Observation for Key 
Indicators of Family-Guided Intervention (Olsen and Fiechtl, 1999). The NCSEAM is a 
questionnaire that was distributed to families across the state of Utah in the summer of 2006 by 
the Utah Department of Health ' s Baby Watch Early Intervention Program, which oversees all 
early intervention programs in the state of Utah. The Observation for Key Indicalors of Family -
Guided Intervention is an evaluation form used by a northern early intervention program to 
evaluate staff members on their use of family centered practices during interventions. 
The survey entitled Early Intervention Survey , was developed by the researcher based on 
recomm ended best practices in regards to family centeredness and professional competencies 
found in the literatur e . Three parents whose children were currently receiving , or had been 
receiving early intervention services were asked to review the survey for content , and ease of 
use , both reading level and format of the survey. Based on the responses of these individuals the 
questionnaire underwent minor changes in wording to make the survey more parent and family 
friendly . The final survey includes two demographic questions about the child , fourteen items in 
which parents use a rating system to identify the importance of qualities or behaviors to their 
family , a rating system for the family to estimate frequency of use of the qualities and behaviors 
by their early intervention practitioners, and two open-ended questions to describe the skills and 
qualities they feel early interventionists should exhibit and also some skills and qualities parents 
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feel ear ly interventionists shou ld avoid when working with families. The questions in the rating 
section of the survey were includ ed two sections, in the first section families answered questions 
beginning with the statement , " it is important to me that . . . ," and in the second section families 
responded to questions starting with the statement, " I feel .... " There were seven questions in 
each of the two sections. 
Demographics-The demographic questions on the questionnaire were to establish the 
child's age , and the length of time the family had been receiving early intervention services. 
These questions were asked in order to examine patterns in what families feel is important 
regarding their early intervention providers and to group the responses to determine if there are 
similarities based on the age of the ch ild and/or the length of time the family had been receiving 
early intervention services. 
Rating System-Families were asked to rate fourteen items derived from the literature on 
best practices in the field of early intervention . The participating families first rated the 14 items 
on a four-point Likert scale (O= does not use , 1 = has used once , 2= uses sometimes, 3= uses 
often) estimating how often their early interventionist used the skill. Families also scored the 
items using a four-point scale rating the degree to which the parent agrees or disagrees that the 
use of the practice by an early interventionist has an important impact on the family 's 
functioning. The scale ratings were: strongly disagree , disagree , moderately agree , and strongly 
agree. 
The questionnaire is designed so families estimate how often their early interventionists 
use the listed ski lls or qualities , and then rate the same skills or qualities on how important it is 
for the early interventionist to use the skill. By setting up the questionnaire in this fashinn the 
researcher will be able to determine what skills are most important to families of children in 
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differing age groups; these data will be compared to the estimated frequency of use by early 
interventionists. This will show if skills or qualities that families find most critical are being 
utilized frequently or infrequently by early interventionists for all families who reply. The data 
will also be grouped by age and length of time the family has been enrolled in early intervention 
to see if there are trends in what skills families feel are important in an early interventionist. 
Open-Ended Questions-At the end of the survey, families were asked to fill out two open-
ended questions. The first asked the parents to list what they felt were five skills and qualities a 
good early interventionist should possess and exhibit with the families they serve. The other 
asked for five things the families felt an early interventionist should avoid doing when working 
with families. The open-ended questions gave families a chance to express in their own words 
what they felt were the skills or qualities that were most important for their early interventionist 
to utili ze. The responses will be grouped to show what skills or qualities families listed most 
often to possess or avoid , across different age groups of children and differing lengths of time 
families have been served by early intervention. Additionally , by asking families to express in 
their own words what skills or qualities they feel are important to be an early interventionist , new 
skills or qualities in a certain category (either age or length of time in early intervention) may be 
brought to light. 
RESULTS 
Demographics of Respondents 
Of the 950 surveys sent to the programs, a total of 175 surveys were returned as of the 
cutoff date, for a return rate of 18.4 %. Of the 700 potential family respondents with English 
surveys, a total of 168 surveys (24%) were returned. Of the 250 potential family respondents 
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with Spanish surveys , a total of 7 surveys (2.8%) were returned. There were 6 surveys 1eturned 
that were not included in the data analysis because the families did not fill out the demographic 
information (age of children, and length of time enrolled in early intervention) on the survey. 
This resulted in a total of 169 useable surveys, a return rate of 17.8% for total useable surveys. 
The mean age of children in responding families was 23.5 months , with a range of 3-36 
months . The mean length of time families had been enrolled in an early intervention program 
was 11.9 months , with a range of 1-36 months. For purposes of data analysis the demographic 
information was grouped into six month time spans. This was done for both the age of their 
children , and the length of time the families had been enrolled in an early intervention program. 
For total percentages of respondent families by the age of their children in the six month 
increme nted age groups, see figure 3. 
Figure 3: Percentages of Respondent Families by Age of Children 
Percentages of Respondent Families by Age of Children 
19-24 Months 
(34%) 
For total percentages of respondent families by the length of time their children have been 
enrolled in an early intervention program, see figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Percentages of Respondent Families by Length of Time Enrolled in an Early 
Intervention Program 
Percentages of Respondent Families by Length of Time Enrolled in 
Early Intervention 




Data were analyzed to show the degree of importance families placed on each survey 
item across all age groups of children. This was determined by the percentages of families who 
responded ·'strongly agree " to all items in part one of the survey (the items beginning with "it is 
important to me that .. . ), and to each item except three in the second part of the survey (the 
item s opening with the statement " I feel . . . ), are shown in figure 6. In part two item three 
percentages of families were determined using the number of families who rated the item 
"strongly disagree ," or "disagree " because the question was phrased as a negative practice early 
interventionists should not use when working with families , both the rankings of "strongly 
disagree ," and ·'disagree " were used. 
Figure 5 shows how all respondent families , in each age group of six months rated the 
questions in pati one of the survey. Figure 6 shows this information for the same demographic , 
but for the i terns in the second part of the survey. 
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On figure 5 the age groups of birth to six months , and 25-30 months rated part one, item 
one (my early interventionist includes skills to help my child be a part of the community) the 
lowest. This same age group also rated item four (my service coordinator explain s to me about 
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IFSP meetings and the people who will be attending) the lowest. Overall item four was generall 
ranked lower for all groups in percentages of families who responded "strongly agree" to the 
item. 
The items that were ranked as most significant by the most families on part one of the 
survey (fig. 5) were items two (my early interventionists visits focus on goals that are on my 
child's IFSP), five (my early interventionist instructs me on how I can help my child learn daily) , 
and seven (my child's goals are designed around my child's needs and developmental skills that 
are suggested by my early interventionist). The item that was ranked the lowest overall by 
families was item six (my service coordinator explains the procedural safeguards provided by 
law to our family) , meaning the lowest percentages of families rated this question "strongly 
agree" in all age groups. 
As shown by figure 6 (part two of the survey), percentages of families responding 
"strongly agree" to items followed patterns increasing and decreasing with each other. Part two, 
item three (that a good early interventionist knows best what my child needs to learn so I let 
them suggest and write all of my child's goals) was by far ranked lowest by respondent families; 
there were low percentages of families who marked "strongly disagree" or "disagree" on this 
item. 
On part two, items five (that it is important to individualize my child 's goals for them) , 
and six (that a good early interventionist should help me with things my child and I are working 
on at home), were ranked lowest by families with children in the 31-36 months range, which 
group represents the oldest children served in early intervention programs. Also, item seven 
(that a good early interventionist should give me the necessary information and then let me make 
decisions regarding my child's program), was ranked lowest of all age groups by families with 
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children in the 25-30 months age group, this is slightly below where families with children in the 
31-36, and birth to 6 months age groups ranked the question. 
Families Rate All Questions across Length of Time Enrolled in an Early Intervention Program 
Besides importance of questions across age of children, data were also analyzed to show 
how families ranked the importance of items on the survey by the length of time their children 
had been enrolled in an early intervention program. Again , increments of six months, starting 
from zero to six months were used to group the length of time families had been enrol led in an 
early intervention program. The data were again divided into two parts for analysis, and 
question three on part two was again analyzed by responses of '·strongly disagree" or .. disagree " 
as explained in the ·'Families rate questions across all age groups" section. Figure 7 shows part 
one of the survey , and figure 8 shows part two of the survey . 
Figure 7: Families Rate all Survey Questions across all Length of Time Enrolled in an Early 
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Figure 8: Families Rate all Survey Questions across all Length of Time Enrolled in an Early 
Intervention Program Groups (Part II of Survey) 
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On figure 7 percentages of respondent families marking "strongly agree" all dropped on 
question six (my service coordinator explains the procedural safeguards provided by law to our 
family) , with the length enrolled groups of 7-12 months having the smallest percentage of 
families rating the item "strongly agree." This was followed next by the 0-6 months and the 31-
36 months groups . 
Two age groups had the lowest overall ratings of "strongly agree" on part one of the 
survey; 31-36 months had the lowest ratings with an average of around 50%, followed by the 0-6 
months group which had an average of 78%. On item four (my service coordinator explains to 
me about IFSP meetings and the people who will be attending), the age groups of7-12 months 
(~ 15%), 19-24 months (~40%), 31-36 months (~50%), all made a drop . 
On part two of the survey (fig. 8) all length enrolled groups rated item three (that a good 
early interventionist knows best what my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and write all 
of my child 's goals) lowest, with the group who had been served between 19 and 24 months 
rating the item the lowest (~32%), and followed next by the 7-12 months group (~35%), which 
Ii 
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was the second largest responding length of time enrolled group (32%). All length enro lled 
group s rated item four (comfortab le with my early interventionist coming into my home to work 
with my child) high , with an overa ll percentage of 100%, with the exception of fami lies in the 0-
6 months gro up , howe ver the rating was still above 90% though. 
On part one, item six (that a good early interventionist should help me with things my 
child and I are working on al home), the ranked percentages for all age groups are in the narrow 
range of between 75-85%, except for 3 1-36 months which had an overa ll rating of around 50%. 
Most and least Important Items to Families on Survey 
The researcher compared the two sets of data together ( overall by age , and overall by 
length of time) to determine what item families found most important , and those famili es found 
least important. Some of these items were similar and the graphs have similar patt erns acro ss the 
age of the chi ldren and the length of time the children had been enro lled in an early intervention 
program , see Table 1. 
Table l : Most & Least Important Questions as Rated by Families in Age and Length 
Enro lled Groups 
Most Important Question; By Age of Children 
(Highest % of Familt es Rated "Stronaly Agree'') 
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Least Important Question; By Age of Children 
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The first category in table 1 was the most important item or items, ranked by the age of 
the children. The most important items were identified by being those items on the survey that 
had the highest percentage of families' rate they "strongly agree[d]" with the practice. Item four 
in part two of the survey (comfortable with my early interventionist coming into my home to 
work with my child) was rated as being the , or one of the most important items in every age 
group with percentages ranging from 93-100%. The second most frequently rated item by 
families was item five in part two of the survey (that it is important to individualize my child 's 
goals for them), being ranked as the most , or one of the most important items by families with 
children in the age groups of birth-6 months , 7-12 months , and 13-18 months all with 100% of 
families responding the "strongly agree[ d]" with the practice. 
When data were analyzed to show the most important item in both sections as determined 
by the length of time the families had been enrolled in an early intervention program, again item 
four from part two of the survey was rated as being the most, or one of the most important items 
with percentages ranging from 95-100%. The items ranked with the second highest frequency 
were items two and five from part two of the survey (that a good interventioni st will include me 
in planning for my child' s IFSP, & that it is important to individualize my child 's goals for 
4 
0 
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them). Item two of part two was ranked important by families who had been served in the length 
enrolled groups of 7-12 months, 19-24 months, and 25-30 months with 100% of families in the 
length enrolled groups rating it so. Item five of part two was ranked important by families who 
had been served in the length enrolled groups of 19-24 months , 25-30 months , and 31-36 months 
with 100% of families in the length groups rating it so. 
The least important item was detem1ined by the lowest percentage of families rating they 
"strongly agree[ d]" with the item. For families rating all items by the age group of their 
children, item six (my service coordinator explains the procedural safeguards , provided by law, 
to our.family) on part one , and item three (that a good early interventionist knows best what my 
child needs to learn, so I let them suggest and write all of my child 's goals) on part two were the 
only two items that were found to have the lowest percentage of families rating they ' ·strongly 
agreed[d]" with the practice with percentages ranging from 18-53%. For families in the length 
enrolled groups the least important item was again predominately item three on part two, being 
rated so by all length enrolled groups except families enrolled in the 31-36 months group with 
percentages ranging from 33-60% . 0% of families who had been enrolled in early intervention 
for 31-36 months respond "strongly agree" to part one , item four (my service coordinator 
explains to me about IFSP meetings and the people who will be attending). 
Early Interventionists Use of Skills Compared to Percent of Families that "Strongly Agree " with 
Skill 
Another question of the study was used to determine the skills families felt were most 
important, and then examine how often these skills were used by early interventionists with these 
families. Families ' ratings of importance of an item (i.e., percentage of families who responded 
they "strongly agree[d]"), with a practice, was compared to how often families estimated their 
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early interventionist used the practice. Figures 9 through 22 show the comparison of the 
estimated frequency of use ( determined by percentage of "uses often) , and the importance of the 
item (determined by percentage of"strongly agree " ratings) , both by age of children and length 
enrolled in an early intervention program. 
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The researcher noted differences between use and importance that were greater than 25% 
(which typically represents around -1.5 standard deviations) , either between the estimated use of 
practice , or the importance given to the items by families , because the researcher felt this was a 
wide enough gap between importance and estimated use that the practice should be examined. 
For the age group of birth to 6 months (figure 9) the only notable discrepancies were on part one , 
items one (my early interventionist includes skiffs to help my child be a part of the community) , 
three (my early interventionist helps my child learn life skills), and six (my service coordinator 
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explains the procedural safeguards provided by law to our family). Item one had an estimated 
use of 0% , with 66% of families responding they "strongly agree[ d]" with the practice. Item 
three had an estimated use of 66%, with 100% of families responded they "strongly agree[ d]" 
with the practice. Item six had an estimated use of 66% with 33% of families responding they 
"strongly agree[ d]" with the practice. 
Figure 10: Usage versus Family Rated Importance: 7-12 months of Age Group 
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Figure 10 shows the comparison data for families with children who were 7-12 months of 
age. The item that was found to have a notable discrepancy was, part one item one (my early 
interventionist helps my child be a part of the community) which had an estimated use of 33%, 
with 80% of families responding it was important. 
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For the age group of children 13-18 months figure 11 shows the results of the comparison 
data. Part one , item six (my service coordinator explains the procedural safeguards , provided by 
law, to our.family) was the only item which had a notable discrepancy ; with an estimated use of 
36% and 67% of families rating the item important. 
Figure 12: Usage versus Family Rated Importance: 19-24 months of Age Group 
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For children in the age group of 19-24 months (fig. 12), only part one, item one (my early 
interventionist includes skills to help my child be a part of the community) had a notable 
discrepancy with an estimated use of 49%, and 72% of families rating the item important. 
Figure 13: Usage versus Family Rated Importance: 25-30 months of Age Group 
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Figure 13 shows results of the data comparison for children in the age group of 25-30 
months. Part one , item five (my early interventionist instructs me on how I can help my child 
learn daily) had an estimated use of 63%, with 85% of families with children in this age group 
responding the skill was important. 
Figure 14: Usage versus Family Rated Importance: 31-36 months of Age Group 
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For children in the 31-36 months age group , as shown by figure 14, no questions were 
found to have notable discrepancies between estimated use, and families responding the 
questions were important to them , the largest gap between family estimated use and family rated 
importance was part one , item six (my service coordinator explains the procedural safeguards 
provided by law to our family) with a discrepancy of 16%. 
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Figure 15 shows the results for part two , item three of the survey. To determine the 
percentages for this graph the researcher used the response of "strongly disagree " or "disagree" 
as explained earlier. The researcher compared this response to the percent of families that 
estimated their early interventionist "does not use" or "has used [the item] once. " There were no 
notable discrepancies between the two ratings, the largest being 21 % in the 31-36 months age 
group. 
Figure 16: Usage versus Family Rated Importance: 0-6 months enrolled in an Early 
Intervention Program 
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Figure 16 shows the relationship between the estimated frequency of use by early 
interventionists and the importance families placed on the different items on the survey for 
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length enrolled in an early intervention program for the time period of 0-6 months. For this 
length of time enrolled group there were no discrepancies between the two ratings that were 25% 
or greater , the largest discrepancy was 19% on part one, item one. 
Figure 17: Usage versus Family Rated Importance: 7-12 months enrolled in an Early 
Intervention Program 
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For families in the length of time enrolled group of 7-12 months (figure 17) there are no 
notabl e discrepancies between the two ratings . The largest discrepancy is 15% and was on part 
one , question two. 
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For the length enrolled group of 13-18 months (fig. 18) there were no items with notable 
discrepancies , the largest was part one , item six (my service coordinator explains to me about 
IFSP meetings and the people who will be attending), which had a difference of 23%. 
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Figure 19: Usage versus Family Rated Importance: 19-24 months enrolled in an Early 
Intervention Program 
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Figure 19 shows the comparison results for the length of time enrolled group of 19-24 
months. There were three items in part one of the survey that had notable differences . Thes e 
items were: item three (my early interventionist helps my child learn life skills) with an estimated 
use of 65% , and an importance rating to families of 100% , a difference of 35%. And item five 
(my early interventionist instructs me on how I can help my child learn daily) with an estim ated 
use of76 %, and a family importanc e rating of 100%, a difference of24 %. 
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Figure 20 shows the comparison data for the length enrolled group of 25-30 months. 
There were four items on part one of the survey , and one item on part two of the survey that had 
notable discrepancies. Part one , item one (my early interventioni s t includes skills to help my 
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child be apart of the community) had an estimated use of 50% with 80% of families rating it 
important , a difference of 30%. Part one , item three (my early interventionist helps my child 
learn l[fe skills) had an estimated use of 57% with 100% of families responding it was important , 
a difference of 43%. Part one , item four (my service coordinator explains to me about JFSP 
meetings and the people who will be attending) and five (my early interventionist instructs my on 
how I can help my child learn daily) both had an estimated use of 67%, with 100% of families 
rating the question important , a difference of 33%. Part two, item seven (that a good early 
interventionist should give me the necessary information and then let me make decisions 
regarding my child 's program) had an estimated use of 17% with 60% of families rating it 
important , a difference of 43% . 
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Figure 21 shows the results for families in the length enrolled group of 31-36 mcnths , a 
group which made up only 2% of total responding families in the length of enrolled time groups. 
Part one items one (my early interventionist includes skills to help my child be a part of the 
community), two (my early interventionists visits.focus on goals that are on my child 's IFSP), 
three (my early interventionist helps my child learn life skiffs), six (my service coordinator 
explains the procedural safeguards provided by law to our.family) , seven (my child 's goals are 
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designed around my child's needs and developmental skills that are suggested by my early 
interventionist). This same discrepancy applied to part two , item two (that a good early 
interventionist will include me in planning for my child 's IFSP meeting) all had an estimated use 
of 0% with 50% of families rating them important ; a difference of 50%. Part two , item six (that 
a good early interventionist should help me with things my child and I are working on at home) 
had an estimated use of I 00%, and an importance rating of 50%, a difference of 50%. 
Figure 22: Usage versus Family Rated Importance for Item /13: All lengths enrolled in an 
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Figure 22 shows the comparison data results for part two, item three (that a good early 
interventionist knows best what my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and write all ofmy 
child 's goals). For this question the researcher again used the ratings of "does not use'· or "has 
used once" and "s trongly disagree" or "disagree, " compared to the estimated use to determine 
data. Only one length enrolled group which had a notable discrepancy was the 31-36 months 
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group. The 31-36 month s group had an estimated use of 0% with 50% of families responding 
they disag reed with the question , a difference of 50%. 
Overa ll, for discrepancies of 25% or greater between estimated use and importance to 
families , the estimated use was generally lower than the importance families placed on the 
question ; this was true across all ages and lengths enrolled. 
Discussion 
The result s of thi s study will be summarized across the three major research questions 
which were the object of thi s study. The first question covers what qualities and beha viors 
fami lies desired from their early intervention practitioners in reference to the age of the child and 
the lengt h of time their families have been enrolled in an early intervention program . Second, to 
examine patterns in famili es ' feelings of what skill s or qualiti es are most important , and if 
patterns may be based on the age of the child and/or the length of time the family had been 
receiving early interve ntion services. Lastly, the sk ills or qualities which families rated as most 
important and the estimated degree of use these skill s and qualities have as rated by fami lies, will 
be discussed. 
What Ski lls/Behaviors Families want in an E. I. Pra ctitioner- By Age & Time Enrolled 
When looking at the data on what skills or behaviors families in this study ranked as most 
important for their early intervention practitioners to use, there were many areas to address. One 
of the first things that it is important to note is the percentage of responses in each age group. 
For example , the birth to six months of age group only made up 2% (the equivalent of three 
families) of study participants , it would be counterproductive to make judgments for what 
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families in this age group want based on such a small sample size. More research is needed to 
address a larger sample size to make more definitive conclusions of what families in this age 
group desire from their early interventionist. 
On part one , item six (my service coordinator explains the procedural safeguards 
provided by law to our family) was ranked important by all age groups, except 13-18 and 31-36 
months were clustered in the narrow range of approximately 3-42%. The 13-18 months of age 
group ranked the item at 67%, and the 31-36 months of age group ranked the item at 76%. With 
the exception of the 13-18 and 31-36 months of age groups , this item was the lowest of all items 
on part one of the survey for all other respective age groups. One explanation may be that 
families with younger children who have just begun receiving services from an early intervention 
program may feel overwhelmed and have an attitude of just wanting the system to do its job and 
help their families. As opposed to parents of an older child who may feel more comfortable with 
their roles as parents and with their child, and are ready to do all they can to ensure their child 
receives the help and services he needs . More research would be needed on this point to clarify 
and expound. 
Part one-item seven (my child 's goals are designed around my child 's needs and 
developmental skills that are suggested by my early interventionist) families all ranked important 
in the narrow range of82-90% , with the exception of the birth to six months of age group. With 
such a narrow range one may draw the conclusion that families with children in all age groups 
want their child's goals designed around their child ' s' individual needs as well as developmental 
skills the children need to master. This item is also accepted as a best practice in the field of 
early intervention. 
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On part two of the survey, item three (that a good early interventionist knows best what 
my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and write all of my child's goals) was ranked the 
lowest of all items in this part , with a range of 18-61 % of families rating the item "strongly 
disagree." This ranking was lower than the researcher expected to find. The converse of this 
item , being collaboration between families and early interventionists collaboratively writing 
goals for their children, is accepted as being a best practice in the field of early intervention 
today. Perhaps a small majority of families feel overwhelmed with the care of their children and 
are therefore looking to early interventionists to know what is best for their child and want their 
early interventionists to take this role. The opposite of this is that perhaps this is what families 
experience in early intervention and therefore have grown accustomed to the practice and simply 
accept that it is the way that it is done in early intervention. As with the above points, a larger 
sample size and more research is needed in order to guide the practice in the field. 
Again in part two , items six (that a good early interventionist should help with things my 
child and I are working on at home) , and seven (that a good early interventionist should give my 
the necessary information and then let me make decisions regarding my child 's program) seem 
to be stratified by age. Families in the age groups of birth to 24 months rank the items in the 
narrow ranges of84-100% and 82-91% (with the exception of the birth to six months group on 
item seven , due to small sample size); while families in the 25-36 months of age groups rank 
these items in the range of65-71% , and 61-65%. This brings forward the question of do parents 
with older children feel more comfortable working on skills with their child on their own and 
want their early interventionists to address separate skills? Also, these families ranked it was 
less important that their early interventionists let them make the decisions regarding their 
children's program, which brings up questions such as do families at this point trust that their 
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early intervention program will do the very best they can for their children thus feeling like they 
do not need to be as heavily involved? These points are interesting to consider and merit more 
research , perhaps asking families why they ranked the items as they did to gain insight into why 
families feel items are important or unimportant. 
It was interesting to see how many items all fami lies in different age groups have ranked 
the important on all survey items in very close ranges. On part one, items five (my early 
interventionist instructs me on how I can help my child learn daily), six (my service coordinator 
explains the procedural safeguards provided by law to our family), and seven (my child 's goals 
are designed around my child 's needs and developmental skiffs Lhal are sugg esled by my early 
intervenlionisl) , all had the narrow ranges of84-100% , 47-65%, and 84-100%. This suggests 
that these items are important, with little variability among the families . On part two of the 
survey , items four (comfortable with my early interventionist coming info my home to work with 
my child) , five (that it is important to individualize my child 's goals for lhem) , and six (that a 
good early interventionist should help me wilh things my child and I are working on at home), 
with the ranges of 89-100% , 78-100% , and 78-85% , again with the exception of the 31-36 
months enrolled group on item six. It is interesting to see that families enrolled in early 
intervention for all lengths of time seem to agree strongly that these practices are important. 
Table 2 compares percentages of families who marked "strongly agree " on each item on 
the survey. The percentages for the age of the child and the length of time the child has been 
enrolled in an early intervention program are side by side for each item. Items that have a 
discrepancy between the percentages that is 25% or greater are highlighted. Also, at the bottom 
is listed the percent which each group of families represented in the study for their respective 
groups of age and length of time enrolled. 
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Table 2: Comparing Percentages of Family Rated Degree of Important for All Survey 
Questions by Age of Children and Length of Time Enrolled in an Early Intervention Program 
Co1111l,l1i1111 Pe ce11t.1,1es of Oeu1ee of 111111011,rnce fo1 All Questions By A.11e & Time Emolled 
Item Afle E11rol/erl A<1e E11ro//ed Afte E11ml/er/ Arte E11rollei/ Aue E11rol/erl Aue E11rollecl Birth-6 Mo. 0-6 Mo. 7-12 Mo. 7-12 Mo. 13-18 Mo. D-18 Mo. 19-24 Mo. 19-24 Mo. 25-30 Mo. 25-30 Mo. 31-36 Mo. 31-36 Mo. 1 66 64 80 53 71 71 72 83 65 80 70 50 
2 100 82 90 91 100 90 94 100 81 100 74 50 
3 100 71 80 86 89 80 81 100 76 100 78 50 4 66 67 70 69 84 90 77 60 60 100 82 0 
5 100 84 80 91 89 86 88 100 85 100 96 100 
6 33 49 40 47 67 65 41 66 41 60 76 50 
7 100 84 82 92 89 86 90 100 85 100 87 50 111 100 93 100 100 95 90 91 83 89 60 96 100 112 100 89 100 100 94 90 94 100 89 100 91 50 113 33 38 55 38 53 52 18 33 61 60 52 50 114 100 95 100 100 100 100 100 100 93 100 100 100 
115 100 89 100 92 100 95 94 100 89 100 83 100 
116 100 78 91 81 84 85 91 83 71 80 65 50 
117 66 71 91 72 88 90 85 83 61 60 65 100 .,., of Families 2'·' .. 34% 9°0 32', 16% 17¾ 34'•• n ~, 22% 5~·, ·16°·, 2' , 
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When comparing the age and length gro ups of 13-18 months and 19-24 months it is 
interesting to note that there is only one discrepancy which is 25%. These four groups also make 
up a substantial number of study participants, approximately 40%. This would seem to suggest 
at least until the child is past two years of age, or the family has been enrolled in an early 
intervention program for longer than two years, that the desires are roughly the same in regards 
to skills or qualities they wanted in their early interventionists . 
As the child gets older or the family is enrolled in early intervention longer , the skills that 
families find most significant seem to change, as there are nine total discrepancies in the last two 
age and length enrolled groups of 25-30 months , and 31-36 months. This is interesting because 
percentage differences between the two groups are smaller than the percentage differences 
between families with children who are the age of birth to 12 months, or who have been enrolled 
for 0-12 months. This shows that the family of a child who is 31-36 months of age, but who has 
been enrolled in the program for less time may have different desires from their early 
interventionist than a family who has a child who has been served by early intervention for 31-36 
months. This is something programs and teacher trainers should consider explaining to early 
intervention staff in order to better serve the individual needs of each family. 
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For example, part one item four (my service coordinator explains to me about IFSP 
meetings and the people who will be attending) had an importance ranking of 70% by families of 
children ages 31-36 months, but a 50% importance ranking by families whose children had been 
enrolled in early intervention for 31-36 months. This difference may be that families who have 
been served in early intervention for almost three years feel they already know about IFSP 
meetings, and know what to expect from them. These families may feel that it is a waste of their 
time for their early interventionists to explain, what an IFSP is, and all who will attend; 
especially since the family probably has had contact with these practitioners for years. On the 
flip side is part two-item two (that a good early interventionist will include me in planning for 
my child 's IFSP meeting) had an importance ranking of 91 % by families who had children who 
were 31-36 months of age, and a ranking of 50% by families who children had been enrolled in 
early intervention for 31-36 months. The question would seem to be if families have been 
enrolled in early intervention for such a long time, one may think that they would want to be 
included since they have been through the process for so long and are familiar with what. takes 
place at the meetings. But families' in this group estimated this skill being used 0% of the time 
(fig. 21 ). Although, part two item two was ranked as being used often with a range from 80-96% 
by all other length enrolled groups. It may seem that families who have children who have 
been enrolled in early intervention for 31-36 months would want to be included in planning for 
their children ' s IFSP meeting, especially since this meeting could be a transition meeting where 
the children and families will be transitioning out of Part C early intervention services. Though 
the converse of this argument may be that families who are looking at this transition are feeling 
nervous or overwhelmed at the thought of so many changes , families may feel like they want 
their early interventionist to take care of planning for the IFSP meeting for them. More research 
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would need to be conducted to identify why there are fewer families rating this item as important 
as this length of time enrolled. 
Examining Pallerns in Families' Feelings Regarding which Skills /Qualities are Important - by 
Age and Length Enrolled 
Tab le 1 illustrates what questions families ranked most important both by the ages of 
their children and the length of time their children had been enrolled in an early intervention 
program. Part two, item four (comfortable with my early interventionist coming into my home to 
work with my child) was rated from 93-100% important to families in all age groups. Part two , 
item four (comfortable with my early interventionist coming into my home to work with my child) 
was also the most important item in all length of time enrolled groups rated from 95-100% by 
families. It is good to know those families with children of all ages, and who have been enrolled 
in early intervention for varying lengths of time all feel comfortable having early interventionists 
come into their homes and work with their children , since natural environment for intervention is 
a best practice. 
The least important item to families with children of all ages was pai1 two , item three 
(that a good early interventionist knows best so I let them suggest and write all of my child 's 
goals) with a range of 18-53% rating this item important. This item was also ranked as the least 
important question for families across all length of time enrolled groups with a range of 33-60%. 
This question was ranked using the ratings of "stro ngly disagree" and "disagree" as explained 
earlier . So these ratings mean that overall between 18-60% of families did not agree with this 
practice. This means that 40% of families agreed with this practice, which seems in contrast to 
the literature which states this practice is not a family centered practice. It could be that because 
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I, this was the only item on the survey describing the opposite of a best practice behavior that it 
potentially confused families and they were less comfortable marking "s trongly disagree. " In all 
survey items , there was a low percentage of "s trongly disagree " rankings. Or it could be that 
families really do feel more comfortable with their early interventionists suggesting and writing 
all of their children 's goals, which has implications for how early interventionists are trained as 
well as the current policies that promote more parent decision making. 
I, 
Items that were most and least important to families with children in different age groups, 
and who had been enrolled in an early intervention program for varying amounts of time, were 
the same. This shows that at these two items are definitely important , and unimportant to all 
families in this study. 
Family Rated Importanc e versus Estimated Usage of Skills/Behaviors 
When looking at discrepancies of 25% or greater between estimated use and importance 
of skills or behaviors to families, the estimated use was generally lower than the importance 
families placed on the item ; thi s was true across all ages and lengths enrolled. lt was also 
interesting to note that there was no particular item which stood out across age group or length 
enrolled groups which families felt was not being used enough by their early interventionists. 
This anomaly could be due to the fact that one of the problems with the survey was some 
families circling the importance and the estimated use together , instead of ranking them 
separately. This could also be due to the fact that families feel, overall, their early 
interventionists are using the skills and behaviors they find to be most important. 
Limitations of the Study and Implications.for Future Research 
I 
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This study had numerous limitations that should be taken into consideration; the first was 
the small response size. This is especially true for certain age groups and length enrolled groups. 
For instance , families with children in the age range of birth to six months made up only 2% of 
the total response; while families with children in the age range of 19-24 months made up 34% 
of the total response, and were the largest age group of children participating in the study. For 
the length enrolled groups, families who had been enrolled for 31-36 months made up 011ly 2% 
of families responding by length of time enrolled. The length enrolled group of 25-30 months 
was also very small, consisting of only 5% of total responses. Families who had been enrolied 
for 0-6 months made up 34% of responses , and families who had been enrolled 7-12 months 
made up 32% of total responses. In this aspect the study is not reflective of the desires of all 
families for these groups that were so small, consisting of as few as three families, in the case of 
the birth to six months age group, and the 31-36 months length enrolled group. It is impossible 
to draw definite conclusions for a group of families in a certain range, either by the age of their 
children, or the length of time they have been enrolled in an early intervention program based on 
the responses of three families. 
Another limitation of the study were the questions asking the age of their child and length 
of time he had been enrolled in an early intervention program. Families should have been asked 
specifica lly to list both the ages of their children and their length of time enrolled in months to 
ensure their children were placed in the correct groups. If all families would have responded in 
months the groups may have evened themselves out a little better with children being distributed 
slightly differently. As they are now, if a parent responded to the question of the age of their 
child with "two," the child was placed in the I 9-24 months category, when in reality the child 
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may be in the 25-30 or 31-36 months age groups. The same is true for responses for the length 
of time enrolled. 
When families were rating the fourteen items in which families responded by rating the 
degree to which they found the practice important and their estimated use of the practice by early 
interventionists , many families circled the two ratings together. This led the researcher to 
wonder if these were accurate ratings , or if families were mislead by the rating system due to the 
survey format. The original intention of the researcher was for families to rate the skills 
independently of each other , for example a family may feel that a skill or quality really is not 
important but their early interventionist may use it very frequently, or vice versa. 
A similar limitation involved in survey research includes incomplete surveys. Some 
families only responded to how important they felt the practice was , while some others only 
responded to how often they estimated the early interventionist used the skill. Other families 
filled out half the survey responding to one , and halfresponding to the other. These limitations 
allow only a limited ability to tap the true feelings of the early intervention families in Utah. 
Part two-item three also presented a limitation to the information collected in this study. 
Because this item was the only item not phrased as a best practice on the survey, it may have 
potentially confused families. The researcher suspects this since a majority of families 
responded they "s trongly agree[ d]" or "agree[ d]" with the practice . The other case may be that 
families really do feel like their early interventionists should be the ones to suggest and write all 
of their child 's goals , further research would need to be conducted on this point or what 
circumstances cause families to choose to let the early interventionist write the goals. 
Summary 
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From this study it seems that overall families generally find the skills and behaviors that 
their early interventionists are using to be important , and families feel that their early 
interventionists for the most part are frequently using these skills and behaviors in their 
interactions with them. Though there are small exceptions, and there is room for improvement in 
any field , it seems that Utah families enrolled in this selection of early intervention programs are 
finding the skills and behaviors currently suggested as best practices useful and important. 
As the researcher gathered and analyzed the data from this study, the results were 
interesting and mildly surprising. The survey was designed to try and pick out skills which the 
researcher felt families in certain age ranges , or length of time enrolled groups would perhaps 
find more important, and then items that families in all age groups and length of time groups 
would find important. [twas surprising when families with younger children marked that having 
the procedural safeguards explained to their family was not important to them , an item the 
researcher would have expected all families to find important. This behavior mandated law 
requires that a copy of procedural safeguards is given whenever the family requests and 
questions answered, both formally (as in the case of IFSP meetings) and informally . 
This study was small in participant size, but definitely merits as a preliminary study 
addressing areas where larger scale research will need to address. 
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Appendix A - Early Intervention Survey 
Early Intervention Survey 
Please remember all information is anonymous and confidential . 
How old is your child? _________ _ 
How long has your child been receiving early intervention services? _________ _ 
Please rate the degree to which your early interventionist uses or does not use 
these items: 
O= Does not use 1=Has used once 2=Uses Sometimes 
Please also rate how much you agree with the following: 
SD= Strongly Disagree D= Disagree MA= Moderately Agree 
It is important to me that . .. 
3=Uses Often 
SA= Strongly Agree 
1. My early interventionist includes skills to help my child be a part of the community . 
0 1 2 3 W D ~~ 
2. My early interventionist 's visits focus on goals that are on my child's IFSP 
(Individual Family Service Plan). 
0 1 2 3 SO D MA SA 
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3. My early interventionist helps my child learn life skills . 
0 1 2 3 W D ~~ 
4. My service coordinator explains to me about IFSP (Individual Family Service Plan) meetings 
and the people who will be attending. 
0 1 2 3 SD D ~~ 
5. My early interventionist instructs me on how I can help my child learn daily. 
0 1 2 3 SD D ~~ 
6. My service coordinator explains the procedural safeguards provided by law to our family. 
0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
7. My child 's goals are designed around my child's needs and developmental skills that are 
suggested by my early interventionist. 
0 1 2 3 W D ~~ 
I feel ... 
1. That a good early interventionist is knowledgeable of my family 's needs. 
0 1 2 3 W D ~~ 
2. That a good early interventionist will include me in planning for my child 's IFSP 
(Individual Family Service Plan) meeting. 
0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
3. That a good early interventionist knows best what my child needs to learn so I let them 
suggest and write all of my child's goals . 
0 1 2 3 W D ~~ 
4. Comfortable with my early interventionist coming into my home to work with my child. 
0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
5. That it is important to individualize my child's goals for them. 
0 1 2 3 W D ~~ 
6. That a good early interventionist should help me with things my child and I are working on 
at home. 
0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
7. That a good early interventionist should give me the necessary information and then let me 
make decisions regarding my child's program. 
0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
... Continued on back 
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Please answer the following: 
What do you feel are the 5 most important qualities a good early interventionist should have? 
What do you feel are 5 things early interventionists should avoid doing? 
Appendix B - Raw Data Tables, Overall by Age of Children 
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Ea, ly lnte, vention Sm vey--Ove, ,1II d,lt,l by A!)e of Child 
Age: Birth-6 months 
It is in1po11ant to 1ne th at .. . 
0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
1 . My earl y interventionist include s skills to help my ch ild be a part of the communrty . 1 1 1 2 
2 . My earl y InterventIonist's vis rts fo cus on goals that are on my child's IFSP. 3 3 
3 . My ear ly intervent ionist helps my child learn life skills. 1 2 3 
4 My serv ice coordin ator explains to me abo~ the IFSP meetings and who will be attending. 1 2 1 2 
5 . My early inter ve ntionist instructs me on how I can help my ch ild learn daily . 3 3 
6 . My service coo rdinator explains the proced ural sa feg aurds provided by law to our family . 1 2 1 1 1 
7 . My child's goals are designed arou nd my child's need s and developmental skills that are suggested by my early interventionist . 3 3 I $ . 
I feel ... 
1 That a good early interventionist Is know ledgeable of my families needs . 3 3 
2 . That a good early inter vention ist wi ll include me in plann ing for my child's IFSP meeting . 3 3 
3 That a good early inteve ntionist know s best what my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and wr rte all of my ch ild's goals . 1 1 1 1 2 
4 Comfortable wrth my early inte rventionist coming into my home to work wrth my chi ld . 3 3 
5 That rt is import ant to individualize my child's goals for the m 3 3 
6 . That a good early inter ventionist should help me wrth thing s my child and I our wo rking on at home . 3 3 
7 That a good earl y intervent ionist shou ld give me the necessary information and then let me make decisions rega rding my chi ld's program . I 2 1 2 
Age: T-12months 
It is in11>ort,llrt to n1e th.1t ... 0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
1 . My early interve ntionist includes skills to help my child be a part of the communrty . 3 1 4 4 2 4 4 
2 My ear ly ,nterventionist's v,srts focus on goals that are on my child's IFSP. 2 11 1 g 
3. My early interve ntionist helps my ch ild learn life skills . 2 10 2 8 
4 My serv ice coordinator explains to me abo~ the IFSP meetings and who will be attending . 1 3 3 7 1 1 1 7 
5. My ear ly interve ntionist instructs me on how I can help my child learn daily . 2 12 2 8 
6 . My service coo rdinator explains the procedural safegaurds pro vided by law to our family 2 2 4 6 1 1 4 4 
7 . My child' s goals are designed around my child's needs and developmental skills that are suggest ed by my early interventionist . 2 11 2 9 
~ '.ii V ,,. ,, i, " "' ., " 2, 
I fee l .. . 
1 That a good early interventionist is know ledgeable of my families need s. 13 11 
2 . That a good early interventionist w ill include me in planning for my chi ld's IFSP meeting 2 10 11 
3 That a good early intevention,st know s best what my child need s to learn so I let them sugge st and wrrte all of my child's goals . 2 3 2 5 3 3 2 3 
4 . Comfortable wrth my early intervent ionist coming into my home to work wrth my cl1ild . 12 11 
5 That rt is important to individua lize my child's goals for them 12 11 
6 . That a good early interventionist should help me wrth things my chi ld and I our working on at home . 2 10 1 10 
7. That a good early interventionist should give me the necess ary information and then let me make decisions regard ing my chi ld's prog ram 2 1 9 1 10 
A~: 1:3-18 month$ ... 
It is in1portant to n1e th,lt ... 0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
1 My ear ly interventionis1 includes skills to help my child be a part o1 the community . 5 1 3 14 2 1 2 12 
2 My early 1ntervent1onist's vis its focu s on goals that are on my child's IFSP. 1 22 19 
3 My earl y interve ntionist helps my child learn life skills . 4 19 2 17 
4 . My s ervice coo rdinator explains to me abo~ lhe IFSP meetings and who will be attending . 1 5 17 3 16 
5. My ear ly intervent ionist instruct s me on how I can help my child learn daily. 4 19 2 17 
6 . My s ervic e coo rdinator explains the proced ural sa fegaurd s provided by law to our family 1 6 7 8 1 5 12 
7 . My c hild's goals are designed arou nd my child's needs and developmental skills that are suggested by my early interventionist . 2 19 2 17 
I feel ... 
"' ' 1 That a good early interventionist is know ledgeable of my families need s . 3 17 1 18 
2 . That a good early interventionist w ill include me in planning for my chi ld's IFSP meeting 2 18 1 17 
3 That a good early intevent ionist know s best what my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and wr rte all of my child's goals 1 4 7 6 4 6 6 3 
4 . Comfortable wrth my early inter ventio nist corning into my home to work wrth my child . 18 19 
5 That rt is important to indiv idualize my child's goals for them 19 18 
6 . That a good early irrterventionist should help me w rth things my child and I our working on at home . 3 16 3 16 
7 That a good early interventionist should give me the neces sary information and then let me make decisions regarding my child's program . 2 17 2 16 
Continued on next page ... 
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Age: 19-24month s 
It is i1npo1 t.urt to rne that . .. 
0 1 2 3 :.o D MA SA 
1 My ear ly interventionist includes skills to help my child be a part of the community . 5 21 25 11 28 2 . My early interventionist's visits focus on goals that are on my child's IFSP. 5 46 2 30 3. My ear ly intervention ist helps my child learn life skills . 1 1 15 34 6 26 4. My serv ice coordinator explains to me about the IFSP meetings and who w ill be attendi ng . 1 2 9 40 7 24 
5 My ear ly intervention ist instruct s me on how I can help my child learn daily . 8 42 4 28 6 My servi ce coordinator exp lains the procedural sa fegaurds provided by law to our family . 4 10 10 27 3 14 12 
7 My child's goals are designed around my child's needs and developmental skills that are suggested by my early intervention ist . 6 45 3 28 I ,. X %i *• & iii' ., •. i 
o/' 
lfeel .. . 
"' 1 That a good early interventionist is know ledgeable of my families needs . 8 40 3 30 
2 That a good early interventionist will include me in planning for my child's IFSP meeting 1 2 45 1 1 31 
3 . That a good early inteventionist knows best what my child need s to learn so I let them sugg est and wr ite all of my child's goals . 4 6 14 24 1 5 11 16 
4 Comfortable with my early interventionist coming into my home to work with my child 1 46 32 
5. That it is important to individualize my child's goals for them . 1 1 46 2 30 
6 That a good early interventionist should help me with things my child and I our work ing on at home . 5 42 3 30 
7 . That a good early interventionist should give me the nece ssary information and then let me make decisions regarding my child's program. 1 6 40 5 28 
Age: 25-36 month s 
It is inl1>ortant to nl e tlut ... 0 1 2 3 so 0 MA SA 
1 My early interventionist includes skills to help my child be a part of the community . 4 2 7 17 2 3 4 17 
2 . My early intervent1onist's vis rts focus on goals that are on my child's IFSP. 5 28 1 1 3 21 
3 My early intervention ist helps my child learn life skills 2 1 10 20 1 1 4 19 
4 . My service coordinator explains to me about lhe IFSP meetings and who will be attending . 3 3 g 17 3 2 5 15 
5 My ear ly interven lionist instructs me on how I can help my child learn daily . 2 8 21 1 3 22 
6 My service coordinator exp lains the procedural safegaurds provided by law to our family . 3 7 8 11 3 2 8 g 
7. My child's goals are designed around my child's needs and developmental skills thal are suggested by my ear ly intervention ist . 2 6 24 t 1 2 22 ., I 
lf ee l . .. 
1. That a good early intervent ionist 1s know ledgeable ot my families needs . 1 2 25 1 2 25 
2 . That a good early interventionist w ill include me in planning for my chi ld's IFSP meeting . 1 5 21 1 2 24 
3 . That a good early inl eventionist knows best what my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and write all of my child's goals . 3 10 4 6 3 14 5 6 
4. Comfortable w rth my early interventionist coming into my home to work w ith my chi ld 1 2 24 1 1 26 
5. That it is important to individualize my child's goals for them . 3 22 1 2 25 
6 . That a good early interventionist should help me with thing s my child and I our worki ng on at home . 1 5 20 1 7 20 
7 That a good early interventionist should give me the necessa ry information and then let me make decisions regard ing my child's pmgram. 1 8 19 1 ·t 9 17 
Age: 31-36 month s 
It is in11>01t.urt to n11e that . . . 0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
1 My early intervention ist include s skills to help my child be a part of the community. 1 1 10 18 7 16 
2 My ear ly 1ntervent1onist's visits focus on goals that are on my child's IFSP. 1 4 25 1 5 17 
3 My early interventionist helps my child learn life skills 1 10 19 5 18 
4 My service coo rdinator explains to me about the IFSP meetings and who will be attending . 3 3 24 4 18 
5 . My early interventionist instructs me on how I can help my child learn daily. 2 28 1 22 
6 . My service coordinator explains the procedural safe gaurd s provided by law to our family . 3 2 7 18 1 1 3 16 
7 . My child's goals are designed around my child's needs and developmental skills that are suggested by my early interventionist . 1 29 3 20 
I It '" /I! 4 " ''"" , .. 
.. , ,, 
\\ 
!f ee l ... 
1 That a good early intervent ionist is know ledgeable of my families needs . 3 23 1 23 
2 . That a good early intervention ist w ill include me in planning for my child's IFSP meeting . 1 2 24 2 21 
3 That a good early inteventionist knows best what my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and w rite all of my child's goals . 4 4 10 8 3 9 6 5 
4 . Comfortable with my early interverrtionist coming into my home to w ork with my ch ild. 27 23 
5 That it is important to individual ize my child's goals for them 1 25 1 3 19 
6 . That a good early interventionist should help me with thing s my child and I our wo rking on at home . 7 20 8 15 
7 That a good early interventionist should give me the necessary information and then let me make decisions regarding my child's program. 1 1 6 19 1 7 15 
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Appendix C - Raw Data Tables, Overall by Length of Time Enrolled in Early Intervention 
E,11 ly Interv ention Sm vey-.u ve1 ,\II dat .1 hy Length of Ti1ne in E,u ly Int e rventi on Pr 091 ,un 
0-6 Month s 
It is in11>01t,1nt t o m e th at . . . 0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
1. My early interventionist includes skills to help my child be a part ot the communrty . 14 2 11 22 4 4 6 25 
2 . My ear ly irrterventionist 's vis rts focu s on goals that are on my chi ld's IFSP. 3 48 1 1 6 36 
3 . My early interventionist helps my child learn hie skills. 4 2 15 31 1 1 10 30 
4 My service coo rdinator exp lains to me about the IFSP meetings and who will be attendi ng . 3 6 8 25 3 2 9 28 
5 . My early interve ntionist instructs me on how I can help my child learn daily. 2 7 41 1 6 36 
6 . My service coordinato r exp lains the procedura l safegaurds provided by law to our family . 4 12 12 23 4 3 13 19 
7 . My chi ld's goa ls are des igned around my chi ld's needs and developmenta l skills that are suggested by my ear ly InterventIonist . 2 7 41 1 1 5 36 
tf ee l . . . 
1 That a good early interventionist rs knowledgeable of my families needs . 6 37 1 2 42 
2 . That a good ear ly interv entionist wi ll include me in planning tor my child's IFSP meeting. 2 7 35 1 1 3 40 
3 That a good early inteventionist knows best what my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and wrrte all of my ch ild's goals. 4 12 10 14 4 17 14 10 
4 . Comfortable wrth my ear ly interventionist coming into my home lo work wrth my child . 1 1 40 1 1 43 
5 . That it is important to 1ndiv1duahze my child's goals for them. 3 40 1 4 40 
6 That a good early interventionist should help me wrth things my child and I our working on at home . 1 8 34 1 9 35 
7 . That a goo d early intervent ionist should give me the necessary inform ation and then let me make decisio ns regardi ng my child's program . 1 1 8 32 1 2 10 32 
7-12Months 
tt is i1n1,o rtant to n1e th ,l't .. . 0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
1 My ear ly interve ntionist includes skills to help my child be a par1 of the communrty. 5 2 19 23 1 15 18 
2 . My ear ly interventionist's visrts focu s on goals that are on my ch ild's IFSP. I 6 22 ., 2 32 
3 My early interventionist helps my child learn hfe skills 11 37 5 31 
4 My service coordinator explains to me about the IFSP meetings and who will be attending. 3 3 7 36 2 1 8 24 
5 . My ear ly interventionist instruct s me on how I can help my chi ld learn daily. 6 43 3 32 
6 . My service coordinator explains the procedural safegaurds provided by law to our family. 4 7 13 22 1 2 14 ·IS 
7 My ch ild's goals are designed around my child's needs and developmental skills that are suggested by my ear ly rntervent,onist 5 43 3 33 
I f ee l . .. 
1 That a good early interventionist is knowledgeable o1 my families needs. 3 42 36 
2 That a good early interventionist will include me in planning for my child's IFSP meeting . 2 41 35 
3 . That a good early inteventionrst knows best what my child need s to learn so I let them sugg est and write all of my chi ld's goals . 5 6 14 19 3 11 12 10 
4. Comfo rtab le with my early inter ventionist coming into my home to work with my child . 44 36 
5 That rt rs important to 1ndiv1dualrze my child's goals tor them 1 41 3 33 
6 That • good early interventionist sho uld help me with thing s my child and I our workin g on at home 6 37 7 29 
7 That a good early intervent ionist sho uld give me the neces sary information and then let me make decisions regarding my child 's program . 3 7 34 1 9 26 
1:t-18MontM 
It is im1>ort.1nt to 1ne that .. . 0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
1 My early interventionist includes skills to help my child be a part of the community. 1 6 18 1 1 4 15 
2 . My early 1rrterverrtiornst's v1stts focus on goals that are on my child's IFSP. 4 23 2 18 
3 My early interventionist helps my child learn lrfe skills 6 21 4 16 
4 My serv ice coordinato r exp lains to me about the IFSP meetings and who will be attending . 1 4 22 1 1 18 
5 My early interventionist instruct s me on how I can help my child learn daily. 5 21 3 18 
6 . My service coordinator explains lhe procedural sa fegaurd s provided by law lo our family 3 7 5 11 2 5 13 
7 My child's goals are designed around my child's needs and developmenta l skills that are suggested by my ear ly ,ntervent,onist 1 26 3 18 
tf ee l ., . 
1 That a good early interventionist is knowledgeable of my families needs . 4 21 2 19 
2. That a good early interventionist will inc lude me in planning tor my child's IFSP meeting . 1 23 2 18 
3 That a good early rnteventionrst knows best what my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and wr rte all of my chi ld's goals . 3 2 6 10 5 6 3 7 
4 Comfortable with my early interventionist coming into my home to work wtth my child. 1 20 20 
5 That rt is important to individualize my child's goals tor them . 1 21 1 18 
6 That a good early interventionist should help me wrth things my child and I our working on at home . 3 19 3 17 
7. That a good ear ly interventionist should give me the necessary informati on and then let me make decisions regardin g my child's prog ram. 2 21 2 18 
Co ntinu ed on next page .. . 
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19-24 Months 
tt is in1portant to n,e th,rt .. . 
0 1 2 3 SD D MA SA 
1 . My early intervent ionist includes skills to help my child be a part of the communrty. 6 10 1 5 
2 . My early interventiornst's v1srts focus on goals that are on my child's IFSP. 3 14 5 
3 My early interventionist helps my child learn life skills. 6 11 5 
4 My service coordinator explains to me about the IFSP meetings and who will be attending. 1 7 7 2 3 
5 . My early interventionist instructs me on how I can help my child learn daily . 4 13 5 
6 . My service coordinator explains the procedural safegaur ds provided by law to our family . 2 1 4 9 1 1 4 
7 . My child's goals are designed around my child's needs and developmenta l skills that are suggested by my early 1ntervent 1onist . 3 13 6 
I feel . .. 
1 That a good early 1nterventionist 1s knowledgeable of my families needs . 1 15 1 5 
2 . That a good early interv entionist will include me in planning for my child's IFSP meeting. 1 15 6 
3 . That a good early inteventionist knows best what my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and wrrte all of my child's goals . 2 3 5 6 1 1 1 3 
4 . Comfortable wrth my early interventionist coming into my home to work wrth my child . 1 16 6 
5 That rt is important to individualize my child's goals for them. 16 6 
6 That a good early interventionist should help me wrth things my child and I our working on at home. 3 13 1 5 
7 . That a good early interventionist should give me the necessary info rmation and then let me make decisions regarding my child's program. 1 2 14 1 5 
25-io Month s 
It is i1nportant to rne that .. . 0 1 2 l SD D MA SA 
1 My early interventionist includes skills to help my child be a part of the communrty . 3 3 1 4 
2 My early intervent1ornst's v1sns focus on goals that are on my child's IFSP. 6 5 
3 My early intervent ionist helps my child learn hfe skills 3 4 5 
4 My service coordinato r explains to me about the IFSP meetings and who will be attending . 2 4 5 
5. My early interventionist instructs me on how I can help my child learn daily. 2 4 5 
6 . My service coordinator explains the procedural sategaurds provided by law to our family . 1 2 3 2 3 
7 My child's goals are designed around my child's needs and developmental skills that are suggested by my early interventionist . 6 5 
lf ee l. . . 
1 That a good early interventionist is knowledgea ble of my families needs 1 2 3 2 3 
2 . That a good early interve ntionist will include me in planning for my child's IFSP meeting. 1 5 5 
3 . That a good early inteventionist know s best what my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and wrrte all of my child's goals . 1 3 2 1 2 1 1 
4 Comfortable wrth my early interventionist com1ng into my home to work w ith my child. 6 5 
5 That rt 1s important to 1ndiv1duahze my child's goals for them 5 5 
6 That a good early ,nterventionist should help me with things my child and lour working on at home. 2 4 1 4 
7 . That a good early interventionist should give me the necessary information and then let me make decisions regarding my child's program. 5 1 2 3 
30-36 Month s 
It io in1po1t ant to 1ne tlut . .. 0 1 ? l SD D MA SA 
I My early interventionist includes skills to help my child be a part of the communrty. 1 1 1 
2 My early interventionist's visits focus on goals that are on my child's IFSP. 1 1 1 
3 My early interventionist helps my child learn life skills 1 1 1 
4 My service coordinator explains to me about the IFSP meetings and who will be attending. 1 2 
5 My early intervent ionist instructs me on how I can help my child learn daily. 1 2 
6 My service coordinator explains the procedural safegaurds provided by law to our family. 1 1 1 
7 My ch ild's goals are designed around my child's needs and developmental skills that are suggested by my early interventionist 1 1 1 
I feel ... 
1 That a good early interventionist is know ledgeable of my iamilies needs 1 2 
2 . That a good early interventionist wi ll include me in planning for my child's IFSP meeting. 1 1 1 
3 . That a good early intevent iornst knows best what my child needs to learn so I let them suggest and wrrte all of my child's goals. 1 1 1 
4 Comfortable wrth my early 1ntervent1ornst coming into my home to work with my child 1 2 
5 That it is important to individualize my child's goals for them. 1 2 
6 . That a good early intervent ionist should help me wrth things my child and I our working on at home. 1 1 1 
7 . That a good early intervent ionist should give me the necessary information and then let me make decisions regard ing my child's program . 1 2 
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Appendix D - 5 Most Important things for Early Interventions to Use with Families 
WI td 1a ovou f ee are ti 5 1e mos important qua ItIes a goo d eariy in erven Ion1s S10U I . t f . t I Id h ? ave. 
Tot,1Is •,,a,1es 
Communication 62 9~, 672 total I esIionses I 
Good listeninC1 skills 22 35% 
Good communication skills 33 53% 
Good social skills 7 11% 
Ch.:11 acteI T, a its 246 37°', 
Paitent 49 20% 
Friendly 32 13% 






















Realistic Expectations 1 





P1ofession,1I Skills 52 8' ·o 
Creativity/Adaptability 20 38% 
Orqanized 9 17% 
Follow throuqh on things 5 10% 
Was hinq Hands/Toys 4 
Enjoy their work 4 
Ethics 3 
Have proper education/traininq 2 
Uses qood safety practices with child 1 
Provide variety of activities 1 
Prepared for the visit beforehand 1 
Look and act professional 1 
Clean Backmound 1 
Continued on next page ... 
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Knowledrie of the Field 133 20', 
Competent/General knowledqe of the field 87 65% 
Expierence with children 14 11% 
Knowledqe of child development 12 9% 
Know resources avaliable to families 11 
Knowledqe of child's disability 4 
Outline how to accomplish a child's qoals specifically 1 
Knowledqe and respect of different cultures 1 
Good medical backqround 1 
Research questions for parents if needed 1 
Be consistent 1 
Skills fo1 Wo1kin11 with Families :Collaho1ation Skills 162 2-1', 
Love for children/families they serve 41 25% 
Plays well with child/makes child feel comfortable/qood with children 29 18% 
Give helpful suqqestions 13 8% 
Attentive to child and child's individual needs, teach to those 13 
Teach parents what to do 11 
Listen to what parents have to say 9 
Work as a partner with parents 7 
Respect the families they serve 5 
Let the child be the quide 5 
Talk to parents for suqqestions/Acknowledqe that parents know their child best 3 
Support family goals 3 
Let parents have the final say 3 
Team player 2 
Orient what they do to child's qoals 2 
Motivate/Encouraqe Parents 2 
Individualize child's qoals and lessons 2 
Get down on child's level 2 
Advocate for family and child 2 
Support parents in their role 1 
Sta vs on task for visit 1 
Realize that all families needs and wants are different, flexible to families' needs 1 
Give proqress updates to parents 1 
Follow up from previous visits 1 
Awareness of the families situation 1 
Work on the familys' schedule 1 
A.lways tell parents all the facts , even if one thinks thev miqht be hard to take 1 
Scheduling '18 3', 
Punctual 17 94% 
Let parents know if thev won't be able to make it 1 6% 
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Appendix E - 5 things Early Interventionists should avoid when working with Families 
WI f I 1at < o vou ee aie t rnws ea11v 111te1vent1on1sts ho11I< avo1< ( oino w 1en wo, 'IIH 5 I. I . . I I Will anu 1es. . I f T '> 
460 total I es1)0nses Total '\iafJes 
COMMUNICATION 16 3,:,, , 0 
Not listeninq to parents 13 81% 
0isreqard parents feelings 3 19% 
CHARACTER TRAITS 78 '17% 
Neqativitv 16 21% 
Pushy/Bossy 9 12% 
lmpaitence 8 10% 
Patronizinq, Actinq Superior 6 
Assuminq you know what is riqht/wrong all the time 5 
Makinq assumptions in qeneral 5 
Too passive/Too aggressive 3 
lmpaitence with proqress, or lack thereof 3 
Rude 3 
Anqer/Short Temper 2 
Overbearinq 2 
0iscouraqe child/family 2 
Unreliable 2 
Closed-minded 2 
Not dependable 2 
Beinq intimidating 1 
Harsh with child/family 1 
Cold towards child 1 
Lackinq in tact 1 
Unfriendly 1 
Unsupportive to family/parents 1 
Talkinq about self too much 1 
Inconsistent 1 
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS 6'1 '13'. 
t\Jot knowinq what to do, or finding out how 9 15% 
Donl care for job or children, "It's just another visit/child" attitude _ 8 13% 
Too passive/Too aaaressive 5 8% 
Vis its donl focus on goals 5 
Beinq unprepared 4 
Beinq unprofessional 4 
Use of jarqon or vocabulary family does not understand 4 
Not properly santizinq toys/hands 4 
Actinq disrespectful to child/family 3 
Keep safety of child in mind 3 
Beinq unorqanized 2 
Talkinq on cell phone durinq visit 2 
Takinq parents suqqestions too personal 1 
Brinqinq personal stress into families home on visits 1 
Keep usinq techniques that are not workinq with the child 1 
Brinqnq too many/too few activities to an appointment (insisitinq to qet throuqh all 1 
Talkinq down to parents 1 
Not utilizinq community resources for each child 1 
Not beinq ethical 1 
Do not follow throuqh on thinqs 1 
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SKILLS FOR WORKING WITH FAMILIES COLLABORATION 228 50",, 
Ass uminq all children are same (cookie cutter)/ Labelinq a child due to disability 23 10% 
Judging the families or children 17 7% 
Criticizin!-1 families 15 7% 
Dictatin!-1 all of the child's qoals 10 
Pushing a child into somethinq they are not ready for/do not want to do 10 
Comparinq children 9 
Not involvinq other family members (i e. siblinqs, extended family, etc . ) 9 
Givin!-1 the family too much/overwhelminq the family 8 
Wo rkinq exclusively with child, not includin!-1 parents 8 
Not educat ing families on what/why you are doinq the thinqs you are doinq 7 
Breaking family rules/boundaries 7 
Not lettinq parents make decisions/ be involved 6 
Discussinq other families they visit durinq visits 6 
Usin!-1 same toys/proqrams every sinqle visit 6 
Punishin!-1 child/c hild's siblinqs 5 
Belittlinq or teasinq child 5 
Misleadinq parents about child proqress/providing "false hope" 5 
Guilt inq parents 5 
I\Jot offerinq suggest ions/help with parental concerns 5 
Focus on personal visiting with parent and not on workin!-1 with child 5 
Minimizing parents efforts with child 4 
Payinq more attention to the parent than the child 4 
Sett inq limit s on what a child may accomplish 4 
Not paying att ention to child's individual needs 4 
Ac t like they know child better than parent 4 
Criti cizinq parentinq skills, offer "all-knowinq" opinions about parentinq 3 
Does not qet to know child/family needs 3 
l!-lnorinq parental/family input 2 
f\Jot showinq love/concern for child/family 2 
Not qood with children 2 
Criticizin!-1 families discipline of child 1 
Settinq unreasonable qoals 1 
Gettinq too personal with the families they visit 1 
Inconsiderate to the needs of other family members 1 
Wi thholdinq information from parents when makinq decisions 1 
Showing discouragement about child's progress in front of parents 1 
Minimizin!-1 parents concerns 1 
Interacting with child when parent is not present in room 1 
Skippinq over areas of tests 1 
.A.diustinq qoals to fit interventionist rather than child 1 
Failure t o encouraqe family to participate in other services offered 1 
Restraing a child unnecessarily 1 
Providin!-1 activities for the child the parent is uncomfortable with 1 
Vis itinq families when interventionist is ill 1 
l<eep usinq interventions that are not showing progress 1 
Focusinq too much on the other children in the home 1 
Beinq inconsiderate of family's time/conce rns 1 
lqnorinq child's emotional needs 1 
Plac inq financial pressure on child's family 1 
Was tinq time durinq visits 1 
t~ot askinq parents how thinqs are qoinq with child on each visit 1 
Leaving everything up to the parents 1 
Assume parents completely understand their child's disability 1 
Talk too much about their own personal life 1 
lnvalidatinq parent concerns/feelings 1 
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SCHEDULIHG 77 'l79•o 
Being late 37 48% 
Mi ss inq appoi ntment s without callinq 11 14% 
Rushing the appointment 8 10% 
Stays an overly lonq amount of time 4 
Hard to schedu le appointments with 4 
Canceling often 4 
Chanqe appointment last minute 3 
~•.Jot caterinq to the families sched ule 3 
Too many confirmation phone calls (one is plenty) 1 
Exc essive Reschedulinq 1 
Double bookinq appointments 1 
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